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For their corporate citizenship report, we
created an online interactive PDF for Caesars
Entertainment. It highlights their commitment
and contributions to the community, employees,
guests, local business, social issues, responsible
gaming and the environment. A clickable
table of contents, repeating navigation bar
and linked videos guide viewers through this
colorful 100-page report.
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Serious play at work
The following sections of this report describe how we perform in the highest priority
areas of our corporate citizenship efforts.
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Revitalizing cities,
driving tourism and
boosting local economies

Engaging diverse suppliers
A review of our policy to engage diverse
suppliers with examples from three diverse
small businesses that are making a difference.

An overview of our economic, social and environmental
impacts with examples from a range of properties in Nevada,
Cincinnati, Cherokee, Southern California and more.

Supporting social causes

33

Using our voice for advocacy
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Leading Responsible Gaming
Serious Play means being serious about
our responsibilities to guests and to society
to ensure our gaming offerings come with
support for those who need it. Read more in
this section.

Entertainment is our passion. Read
about how we help our customers have
fun and benefit from a wide range of
entertainment options.

Being an employer
of choice
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Get to the heart of our industry-leading
CodeGreen strategy by reading about how we
improve our environmental impacts in energy,
emissions, water, waste… and more.
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Transforming lives with water and poker
In 2010, we entered into a partnership
with ONE DROP, a non-profit organization
that works to make water accessible
to all. Leveraging our worldwide poker
community to support ONE DROP’s
objectives, we have attained new heights
of contribution, using our strong brand
as a platform for good. The World Series
of Poker (WSOP) - ONE DROP alliance encourages all players
in any WSOP event to donate one percent of their winnings to
ONE DROP. Since 2010, poker players have voluntarily donated
winnings from our WSOP events in the order of a total amount
exceeding $12 million to support ONE DROP’s critical efforts.
This goes to show that when you place having fun next to
making a positive social impact, the play becomes very serious.
The WSOP is the longest-running,
largest, richest and most prestigious
gaming event in the world, dating
back 44 years to 1970, and having paid more than $1.8 billion in
total prize money. Caesars Entertainment acquired the WSOP in
2004. At the 44th Annual WSOP in 2013, the event attracted a
record 79,471 participants from 107 countries around the globe
to the Rio All-Suite Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas.
Something else happened in 2013 that was a different kind of
breakthrough in our poker history. In our joint initiative in 2012
that led to a record $5.7 million contribution to ONE DROP at
the WSOP special $1 million buy-in tournament, winner Antonio
Esfandiari pocketed the highest cash prize in poker history
($18,346,673), donating more than $220,000 to ONE DROP.
Some months later, in 2013, we invited Antonio to spearhead
a trip to Central America to see work being done by ONE DROP
on the ground in Honduras and El Salvador. Antonio visited,
for example, Project Salvador, that helps provide water for
populations in the tropical dry regions of the Municipality of
Cacaopera in El Salvador where access to water and sanitation
is low and water resources are heavily polluted. The visit
included helping to install a drip irrigation system and meeting
three families supported by ONE DROP in the region.

Water is the most critical challenge facing the
twenty-first century. Although it is essential to
life, nearly 800 million people lack access to water
while 2.5 billion are deprived of access to adequate
sanitation. By 2025, 5.3 billion people—two-thirds
of the world’s population—could lack access to
enough water to meet their basic daily requirements.
Using a unique sustainable intervention model,
ONE DROP develops innovative water access and
management projects which promote self-reliance
in disadvantaged, rural and semi-rural regions of
Latin America, West Africa and Asia. The programs
launched from ONE DROP’s inception until the end of
2014 will transform the lives of one million people.

Watch One Drop video interview with Antonio Esfandiari.

“I live a pretty fortunate life. I’m probably one of the
luckiest guys on the planet, so when the opportunity
came to go to El Salvador and Honduras and see where
that money was actually going to, it was a no-brainer.
I had to go. It was a really eye-opening journey I’ll
never forget. It was very humbling, because when you
get back to the life you have, you appreciate it a lot
more. We’re incredibly lucky to live in this country that
has running water, food and supplies. Down there, it’s
all about survival for these families.”
Antonio Esfandiari, quoted in the Las Vegas Review Journal
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Investing in the health
of our planet

Driven by a passion for service, this section describes how
we aim to be a great place to work, invest in employee
development, encourage diversity, advance women, hire
veterans and recognize great work.
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At Caesars, we stand up for what’s important
to us. This section gives an overview of the
causes we advance and our leadership voice in
advocating for social and environmental change.

Take a look at the way we support our
communities, from contributions through
our World Series of Poker to alleviate water
scarcity, to a range of programs funded by our Caesars
Foundation, as well as the volunteering efforts of our
employees around the U.S.

Inviting our guests
to have fun
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